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The STEM Alliance brings together Industries, Ministries of Education and education stakeholders to promote STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering or Mathematics subjects) education and careers to young Europeans and address anticipated 
future skills gaps within the European Union. With the support of 16 major industries and private partners, the STEM Alliance 
activities promote STEM jobs in all industrial sectors and contribute to boosting a STEM-skilled workforce in Europe. 

In this newsletter, you will find a call for teachers to submit their activities with STEM professionals and/or STEM Career 
Sheets within the STEM Alliance & STE(A)M IT Competition in this year’s STEM Discovery Campaign. Moreover, you will 
find more information on the STEM Alliance & Microsoft Live Event on “Artificial Intelligence and the Imagine Cup Junior” 
taking place on 11 February. Interested in aerospace in your classroom? Then learn more and enrol in the Aerospace in Class 
MOOC which will launch on 15 February. Finally, in this STEM Alliance newsletter, you will also find the results of the STEM 
Alliance – Dell PolicyHack™ which took place last fall as well as updates from the STEM Alliance Partners Cisco, GSMA 
and Texas Instruments.

STEM ALLIANCE & STE(A)M IT COMPETITION  
IN THE 2021 STEM DISCOVERY CAMPAIGN

“STEM Professionals Go Back to School” is a STEM Alliance scheme that encourages teachers and volunteers from STEM 
industries to organise career talks and collaborative activities in schools or online. Within the framework of the STEM Discovery 
Campaign 2021 and in collaboration with the STE(A)M IT project, the “STEM Alliance & STE(A)M IT - Professionals Go Back 
to School Competition” encourages the integration of STEM Career topics in class through Career Sheets and (virtual) visits 
from STEM professionals to classrooms, among other options. The competition includes two streams:

• Stream 1 - Professionals Go Back to School

This stream calls for the organisation of a collaborative activity with a STEM Professional and the creation of a STEM Career 
Sheet.

• Stream 2 - STEM Professions

This stream calls for the organisation of an activity using STEM Alliance / STE(A)M IT materials like the STE(A)M IT Guidelines 
on how to present STEM jobs in classrooms.
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SAVE THE DATE: 11 FEB – STEM ALLIANCE & MICROSOFT 
LIVE EVENT ON AI AND THE IMAGINE CUP JUNIOR

The STEM Alliance and Microsoft are co-organizing 
a Live Event on “Artificial Intelligence and the Imagine 
Cup Junior” in collaboration with Scientix.

The event will take place online on Thursday, 11 
February, 17:00-18:00 (CET). During this event, our 
expert speakers from Microsoft, Tina Jones and Vania 
Neto, will discuss the topic of the Imagine Cup Junior 
Challenge and the impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
in education. The program will also include a segment 
with a teacher sharing their best teaching practices 
in AI as well as an interactive part with a Questions & 
Answers session in which you can ask your questions to the speakers.

Register here and be part of our live audience across Europe and beyond!

Join now: Organise the activity, pin it to the STEM Discovery Campaign Map and submit the career sheet (Stream 1) and/or tell us 
about your activity (Stream 2) to be one of the 10 teachers to join the STE(A)M IT Career Advisors Network. 

Link: http://www.scientix.eu/events/campaigns/sdc21#competitions

The competition will run from 1 February to 30 April 2021 and is open to all primary and secondary school teachers working 
in countries of the European Union and countries associated to the European Union.

STEM Alliance, Scientix & Microsoft Live Event
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AEROSPACE IN CLASS MOOC GOING LIVE! 
On Monday, 15 February, the Massive Open Online 
Course (MOOC) on “Aerospace in Class” will go 
live! Over the course of 5.5 weeks, participants will 
be guided to create their own Learning Scenarios 
with tested materials from the Airbus Foundation 
Discovery Space. They will hear best practices from 
the project’s Lead Teachers and learn about all the 
knowledge and skills needed to engage students 
with aerospace subjects. The course will consist 
of four modules, each of them tackling different 
aspects of designing modern classroom lessons for 
students on aerospace topics, which are great to be 
implemented in STEM classes and beyond.

The course is open to anyone interested, but the activities are mainly targeted at primary and secondary school teachers and 
teacher trainers from Europe and beyond with an interest in aerospace and STEM education.

Find more information and register as a MOOC participant here: https://www.europeanschoolnetacademy.eu/courses/
course-v1:Aerospace+InClass+2021/about

The Aerospace in Class MOOC, coordinated by European Schoolnet (EUN), is part of the “Aerospace in Class” project, which 
is about integrating STEM resources from the Airbus Foundation Discovery Space in primary and secondary school classes. 
The project and MOOC are funded by the Airbus Foundation with the support of Scientix, and consists of three phases: 

• Co-construction of 11 Learning Scenarios to support the integration of Airbus Foundation Discovery Space resources 
in classes for 8- to 12-year-old students

• Validation of the Learning Scenarios in schools in several European countries
• Capacity building with the development of a Massive Open Online Course 
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In autumn 2020, the STEM Alliance and Dell Technologies co-organised the “STEM Alliance – Dell PolicyHack™ Competition 
on Education Challenges in Europe”. The competition called for teachers in Europe to submit STEM education challenges 
that they face on a local/regional level in their education practices and to share concrete recommendations on how ICT 
(Information and Communication Technologies) can help solve these. The challenges and solutions focused on three themes:  

1. Learning environment/content
2. Skills
3. Life-long learning

Four teacher finalists discussed their ICT for STEM education challenges and designed solutions with representatives 
of Ministries of Education, industry partners, students and other European education stakeholders in four dedicated 
PolicyHack™ Brainstorming Sessions. The results of these sessions were pitched by the teachers to the panel of judges on 
the PolicyHack™ Finale on 27 November 2020.

The final winner of this competition is Selçuk Yusuf Arslan 
from Turkey with his outstanding pitch on “Improving 
Social-Emotional Skills with ICT in STEM Education” in 
the “Skills” Theme. Selçuk Yusuf Arslan calls for providing 
students not only with academic-technical abilities in 
STEM education but also with social-emotional skills 
using game-based solutions. His policy recommendation 
pleads, first, for teacher training to support teachers’ 
development in social emotional skills in STEM education. 
Teachers should be taught how to act confidently on online 
platforms, especially through in-service training. 

Second, Selçuk Yusuf Arslan and his team suggested a pilot project that tests game-based solutions involving aspects 
of motivation, collaboration, creativity and confidence as well as self-paced and personalised learning. Ensuring the 
complementary relationship between STEM and social-emotional learning through technology should be capitalised. 
Especially, in online and hybrid education used during (and very likely after) the Covid-19 pandemic, it is extremely important 
that policy makers take action to support teachers in fostering social and emotional skills in students with technology 
support in STEM education.

Anita Šimac from Croatia took the place of runner-up with her inspiring submission on “Accessible Learning Environment 
with Hands-On Experience To Meet New School Challenges” involving the creation of Learning Hubs in the theme of “Life-
long Learning”. You can read more about the ideas of Selçuk and Anita in our interview with them. 

The two other finalists, Stella Magid-
Podolsky (Israel) and José María Beltrán 
Gómez (Spain) pitched their ideas 
on “Action Research in ICT & STEM 
Education as a Leverage for Constructivist 
Approaches in Teaching-Learning 
Processes” and “Learning by Doing in 
Education”, respectively. 

The final report with the set of policy 
recommendations will be published in 
spring 2021.

STEM ALLIANCE – DELL POLICYHACK™

1 Aug - 15 Oct: Submission of 
Statement of Purpose

24-25 Nov: PolicyHack™
Brainstorming Sessions 27 Nov: PolicyHack™ Finale

Figure 1: Process of the STEM Alliance - Dell PolicyHack™ Competition
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About the STEM Alliance 
The STEM Alliance (www.stemalliance.eu) brings together industries, Ministries of Education and education stakeholders to promote 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics education and careers to young Europeans and address anticipated future skills gaps 
within the European Union. The STEM Alliance builds on the success of the EU-funded inGenious initiative (2011-2014) to increase the links 
between STEM education and careers, by involving schools throughout Europe. 

@stemalliance_eu StemAllianceEU

The most dangerous weapon in the world is probably not what you think. It’s a computer in the hands of a person with bad 
intentions. Criminal minded hackers can switch off electricity in a country, shut down hospitals and block you from all your 
documents, pictures and digital memories. Cybersecurity is a top concern for governments and organizations around the world. 
Recognizing this problem, Cisco believes it is critical for organizations to develop knowledge and capacity in this area. Cisco can 
help to provide training and skills through the Cisco Networking Academy program (NetAcad). Have a look on the Cybersecurity 
career stories of four NetAcad students around the world or explore comprehensive and free learning material!

Let’s help your students to protect themselves and others. You can also enrol your students in a virtual course. You have 
automated quizzes at hand and all rights to use the material in the classroom. Students can learn remotely, self-paced – and 
together with you. The courses are available in many languages and they come with hands-on exercises, videos and a lot of fun. 
Open the “Introduction to the Cybersecurity” course on the Cisco Networking Academy by navigating to https://www.netacad.
com/courses/cybersecurity.

Cisco: Celebrating the “Safer Internet Day” 

The GSM Association (GSMA) continuously strives to convene people around the most relevant themes of the mobile 
ecosystem and is hosting the next edition of the Mobile Meet Series. This event will take place online on Thursday, 25 
February, 10:00-12:00 (CET) and will gather key experts from the EU institutions, education sector and the mobile industry 
to discuss the future of digital education in Europe. Also European Schoolnet Executive Director, Marc Durando, will give a 
key note speech. Participants of the event will explore the accelerating shift to online education, the existing challenges and 
inequalities hampering this shift and the opportunities to transform online education to better teach digital skills. Find more 
information here: https://www.gsma.com/gsmaeurope/gsma_events/online-education/

“STEM education has a pivotal role in creating a sustainable future,” says T3 Europe teacher community coordinator 
Stephan Griebel. “That is why a group of enthusiastic members of T3 Europe develop monthly classroom activities and 
content focused on STEM and sustainability. All teachers can benefit from these free and ready to use activities.” In April 
2021, ‘STEM Education for a Sustainable World’ will be the topic of a quarterly conference. Stephan Griebel: “This event 
is part of our biennial conference Sharing Inspiration. All year round, virtual activities will, for the first time, be open to 
European STEM teachers! So, I invite education professionals to visit the Sharing Inspiration website.”

GSMA: Online Education – Transforming the Teaching and Learning of Digital Skills

Texas Instruments: STEM and Sustainability in the Spotlight at T³ Europe
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